Dear House Judiciary Committee Member,
I implore you to stand up against your weakminded, party-agenda-only, Associates in
the Oregon Legislature and Defeat SB 941, a
poorly crafted bill based upon irrational
warm fuzzy feelings.
This is NOT "Common Sense" Gun Control
!!!!! For it to be "Common Sense", it would
have to be based upon Facts and the Reality
of Everyday Experience, which it is NOT !!!!!
Responsible gun owners ALREADY act "to
ensure gun safety", without coercion from
the State. What you are totally oblivious to
is the fallacy of gun control legislation when
it is aimed at Criminals, who, by definition,
do not obey your "Gun Safety" laws. This is
the Total Fallacy of Gun Control.
Your mindset regarding firearms and crimes
is wholly misguided based upon all facts
and reasoning available, which actually
support the reality of "More Guns, Less

Crime" if your real purpose is to protect
people.
Can you create a "Perfect World" with antiFirearms legislation? Absolutely Not !!!
While any misuse of a Firearm is tragic,
such misuses are miniscule compared to
the misuses of a myriad of other dangerous
inanimate objects, including knives,
hammers, automobiles and more.
Party affiliated Anti-Firearms policies are
driven by "agendas" rather than any
realistic desire to reduce deaths.
What we have here is not a Firearms
problem, but a broken people problem.
You cannot legislate Sanity or Good
Behavior in a broken criminal mind. What
you can do, is destroy the liberty of
responsibly armed citizenry with a blind
faith that such laws will prevent Bad People
from doing Bad Things !!!!! Nothing could be
further from the truth.

Instead of preventing the misdeeds of sickminded people, your efforts will only swell
the ranks of the Law Abiding Citizens that
you will turn into Felons for merely
exercising their God Given Right to Life,
which includes their Right of Self-Defense,
and their Right to a "Means" of Self-Defense.
In case you are not aware, Curry County is
one of 24 counties whose Board Of
Commissioners has adopted a 2nd
Amendment Preservation Motion informing
the legislature that we will not support
further infringement of our unalienable
Rights to Life, to Self-Defense, and to a
"Means" of Self-Defense.
Rather than stick to your warm-fuzzy,
unrealistic intentions, why don't you
become informed with the facts surrounding
the Right to Keep and Bear Arms and the
Total Fallacy of Gun Control !!!
I urge you to Defeat SB 941 unless of
course, your purpose is to start a Civil War

right here in Oregon.
Richard F. Jark
Harbor OR
PS Attached is the 1982 Senate SubCommittee Report on the Constitution and
the Right to Keep and Bear Arms which will
be used to challenge any Firearms
Registration Legislation Oregon may pass.
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